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Abstract
We investigate the quantization of the bosonic string model which has a local
U(1)vXU(1)A gauge invariance as well as the general coordinate and Weyl invariance
on the world-sheet. The model is quantized by Lagrangian and Hamiltonian BRST
formulations 6 la Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky and noncovariant light-cone gauge
formulation. Upon the quantization the model turns out to be formulated consistently
in 26+2-dimensional background spacetime involving two time-like coordinates.
1 Introduction
It is the purpose of this paper to cast some further light upon constructions of theories
involving two time coordinates. To consider the physics which has more than two time
coordinates might be a clue to understand the origin of time and spacetime.
Several theories constructed on spacetime with two time coordinates are investigated
from various viewpoints, such as F-theory [1], two-time physics [2] and 12-dimensional
super Yang-Mills theory [3]. F-theory is proposed by Vafa as an extended concept of string
theory and constructed by using field theory of super (2,2)-brane [4] with 10+2-dimensional
background spacetime. The two-time physics is proposed by Bars as a device for searching
a unified theory and developed by himself and his collaborators [5]. In this context, string-
particle systems are proposed [6] from string theory point of view. By introducing constant
null vectors in background spacetime into the formulation, the 12-dimensional super Yang-
Mills theory [3] is also proposed.
Some years ago, one of the authors (Y.W.) had proposed a model which has a U(1)v x
U(1)A gauge symmetry in two-dimensional spacetime [7]. The striking feature of this
model is that there exists a negative norm state in two-dimensional spacetime as the same
as string theories [7]. Using the U(1)v x U(1)A gauge symmetry he also proposed string
models which have two time-like coordinates in ref. [8]. These models have the U(1)vxU(1)A
gauge symmetry or a supersymmetric version of the U(1)v XU(1)A gauge symmetry on the
two-dimensional world-sheet. The background spacetimes of the U(1)vxU(1)A bosonic and
superstring model might be 26+2 and 10+2 dimensions, respectively. In ref. [9] manifest
covariant formulations of the string models are given.
We in this paper further study the U(1)v xU(1)A string model. In particular, it would
be obviously important to explicitly carry out the quantization, so that we can argue not
only the critical dimension but also the mass spectrum at the quantum level. Since many
concepts in string theories are presented in bosonic models, we focus our attentions on the
bosonic U(1)v XU(1)A string model in this paper. A quantization of the superstring model
based on our framework will be discussed in an additional work elsewhere [10].
The U(1)vxU(1)A string model is constructed as gauge field theory on two-dimensional
world-sheet [8]. Although the similar models were investigated in refs. [6,11], an advantage
of the formulation of our model is its manifest covariant expression in the background
spacetime by using the U(1)v x U(1)A gauge symmetry [9], 50 that in this paper we can
easily carry out the quantization with preserving the covariance. The U(l)v x U(1)A gauge
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symmetry is essential in our model. In constructing the covariant action, the generalized
Chern-Simons action [12] proposed by Kawamoto and one of the authors (Y.W.) as a new
type of topological action plays an important key role.
There are two remarks in quantizing our model. Firstly the action has a reducible sym
metry which originally arises from symmetric structures of the generalized Chern-Simons
action [13]. Secondly the gauge algebra is open. In the covariant BRST quantization of
the system including reducible and open gauge symmetry, we need to use the formulations
developed by Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky [14, 15]. By adopting these methods we
explicitly show the covariant quantizations are successfuily carried out in the Lagrangian
and the Hamiltonian formulations.
In order to treat the dynamics of our model more directly, we also quantize the model
in noncovariant light-cone gauges. The suitable noncovariant gauge conditions can he
imposed by residual symmetries of the U(1)v x U(l)A gauge symmetry and we can then
solve all of the gauge constraints explicitly. We can also confirm that the existence of
two time-like coordinates is riot in conflict with the unitarity of the theory, since the two
time-like coordinates are required by our “gauge” symmetry.
As an important feature of quantum string models, we can argue the critical dimension
of the background spacetime. In usual bosonic string theories, the critical dimension is
25-1- 1 [16, 17, 18], which is estimated by the BRST [19, 20] and the light-cone gauge for
mulation [21]. For our hosonic model, the critical dimension turns out to be 26+2. We
obtain this result directly from both the BRST and the noncovariant light-cone gauge
formulations.
This paper is organized as follows: We first introduce the U(1)v x IJ(l)A string model
and explain semiclassical aspects of the model in Section 2. The preparation for the
quantization is also given in this section. We present tire covariant quantization based on
the Lagrangian formulation in Section 3. In this section we investigate the perturbative
aspect of the quantized model and determine the critical dimension of our U(1)v x U(1)A
string model. In Section 4 the covariant quantization of the same model is carried out in
the flamiltonian formulation. By taking suitable gauge fixing conditions we reproduce the
same gauge-fixed action in the Lagrangian formulation. We also obtain the BR.ST charge
in this section. The quantization under noncovariant light-cone gauge fixing conditions is
carried out in Section 5. We then study the symmetry of the background spacetime and
obtain the same critical dimension by direct computation of the full quantum Poincard
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algebra. We also present a mass-shell relation of the model and give low energy quantum
states. Conclusions and discussions are given in the final section. Appendixes A and B
contain our conventions. We also exhibit the BRST formulation of U(l)v x U(1j,o model
without two-dimensional gravity in Appendix C.
2 U(1)v x U(1)p, bosonic string model
2.1 Classical action and its symmetries
The U(1)v x U(1)A bosonic string model [8], described by two-dimensional field theory,
consists of D scalar fields C’Gr), an Abelian gauge field Am(s) and the metric gmn(x). The
two-dimensional spacetime coordinates are Xm (m =0, 1) and the signature of metric is
(—, +). Our conventions are given in Appendix A. The scalar fields C’(x) are considered
to be string coordinates in D-dimensional flat background spacetime with the background
metric:
—1 (I=J=0)
1 (I=J=i, i=1,2,...,D—3)
,1j = qIJ = —1 (I=J=O) (2.1)
(I=J=I)
o (otherwise)
The indices land J run through 0,1,2, ... , D—3, O, 1. As we will explain, the unitarity as a
two-dimensional field theory requires two negative signatures to the background metric qj,
because the U(1)A gauge transformation as well as the general coordinate transformations
removes a negative norm state. At the quantum level the absence of conformal anomaly
requires D = 28, however, we need not specify the value of D at the classical level.
The covariant action of the present model [9] is
S = fd2x /Zj + Amcoiome) + SGC5, (2.2)
where
g(x) = det gmn(x), /—g(x) Am(s) =em”A(x).
The action SGc,S is the generalized Chern-Simons action which is formulated in two-
dimensional spacetime [12]
SGCS = Jd2x /Z (Emiomcoi — a#’#1), (2.3)
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where
g(x) BmI(x) mnBI(x), C(x) = cC(x).
The fields (x), B(x) and Cmii() are introduced for the purpose that the action S has
the covariant form in the background spacetirne. A derivation of the action (2.3) from the
original generalized Chern-Simons action has been given in the paper [9].
The action (2.2) is invariant under the following U(1)vxU(1)A gauge transformations,
=
m
rnn_0
mm3
1
mm
mI = — , +
fgm2Th3I, (2.4)
= 0mV’A’ —
= Sg = 0,
where the parameters v(x) and v’(a) correspond to the vector IJ(i) transformation “U( 1 )v”
and the axial vector U(1) transformation ‘JJ(l)k”. respectively. Since the generalized
Chern-Simons action is invariant under nontrivial gauge transformations, the action (2.2)
is also invariant under these gauge transformations with gauge parameters u’(x) and
—g(i) =
-. inn
mI
—
u —w
SCVmZ’m, (2.5)
= 0.
The action (2.2) is invariant under the general coordinate transformations and the Weyl
transformation
(S =
Am = ktmO ATm — 0km 4m + 2sAm,
6f3m1 = kn0f3mI 3km 3 + 2sBmI, (2.6)
= k0C + 2s0,
=k10ig + 0k1gin + 0k1g —
where k(x) are parameters for the general coordinate transformations and s(x) is a scaling
parameter for the Weyl transformation.
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Here it is worth to mention about some algebraic structures of the symmetry. The first
is the reducibility of the symmetry. The system is on-shell reducible because the gauge
transformations (2.5) have on-shell invariance under the following transformations of the
gauge parameters with a reducible parameter w’(x),
Yu’ =
rnn (2.7)
Since the transformations (2.7) are not reducible anymore, the action (2.2) is called a first-
stage reducible system. The on-shell reducibility is the characteristic feature of the gauge
symmetry (2.5) for the generalized Chern-Simons action and the quantization of such a
system has been discussed in the previous works [13]. The second is that the gauge algebra
is open. This means that the gauge algebra closes only when the equations of motion are
satisfied. Actually, a direct calculation of the commutator of two gauge transformations
on Bh72I(x) leads to
Inn[a1,62jB •.. — (vv2 — vv1)
where the dots (. .) contain terms of the usual “structure constants” of the gauge algebra.
From the points of view of these structures of the gauge symmetry we adopt the Batalin
Fradkin-Vilkovisky formulation [14, 15] which allows us to deal with reducible and open
gauge symmetries to obtain covariant gauge-fixed theories.
2.2 Semiclassical aspects
Before getting into the qiiantization of the system, we present semiclassical aspects of the
actioii (2.2) by eliminating gauge fields through their equations of motion. Indeed, this
manipulation might be helpful to understand the heart of the model.
First, equations of motion for the fields BmI(x) and 0(x) give constraints
8mIO, (2.8)
The nontrivial solution for these constraints is possible if the background spacetime metric
includes two time-like signatures (2.1). In the light-cone notation*, one of the interesting
We use a convention of the light-cone coordinates for the background spacetirne as = (x#, .r+, xj
wherex ± = ± x1) and the index runs through 0, 1, . . ., D
—
3.
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solutions, which is naturally related with the usual string action, is (x) = = 0 and
(x) const.. By substituting this solution into the classical action (2.2), the action S
becomes
= fci2 (_ gmn8n8ni — Am8rnc). (2.9)
In the action (2.9) a relation 8m(X) = 0 is given by the equation of motion for Am(x).
Then, the final form of the action becomes the usual string action
5’ fd2x ( — gmn8töm). (2.10)
Thus. the string action (2.10) is regarded as a gauge-fixed version of the action (2.2). The
scalar fields i(x) play an important role for the covariant formulation of the U(1)vxU(1)A
string model in the background spacetime which involves two time-like coordinates.t
From the above manipulation it is suggested that the critical dimension of the back
ground spacetime is defined as D —3 = 25, i.e. D 2$. However the dimensions D should
be determined in the quantum analysis as we will investigate on this paper. We also want
to emphasize that the quantization will be carried out with preserving D-dimensional co
variance.
2.3 Preparation for the quaritization
In order to carry out the quantization of the model smoothly, we here introduce new D
scalar fields ‘(x) by replacing BmI(x) as
B1 — grnn8I
Because of the above replacement, a new gauge symmetry with a gauge parameter u”(x),
6BmI = gmn0uII,
(2.11)
=
appears. Then, the action (2.2) is modified to
s = fd2x ( — —
+ + EmI0 th — ai). (2.12)
tTTsiig this method, the noncovariant quantization of the models with an extra time coordinate was
clone in [6, 11]. Their models are similar to our model, but do not contain the U(1)v x U(1)A gauge
symmetry.
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Together with the gauge symmetry (2.5) the new gauge symmetry (2.11) constructs another
U(1)vXU(1)A gauge symmetry on the gauge fields BmI(x). In particular, these U(1)vxU(1)A
gauge symmetries turn out to be helpful for the covariant quantizations.
In addition to the gauge symmetry (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.11), the action (2.12) is also
invariant under the following global transformations,
= w’j + a’,
2g
Am = rAtm +
—r + w1jthJ
= r’ + wj/, (2.13)
2g
7BmI + IfmJ + (/3f + e’)h),
= 2rC1,
= 0.
In the transformation (2.13) the parameters wjj = —wJ1, a1 and r are global parameters
for the D-dimensional Lorentz transformation, the translation and the scale transforma
tion, respectively. The functions h)(x) are harmonic functions which satisfy Vmh)(X)
0 (i = 1, 2, ..., 2g; g genus of two-dimensional spacetime) and aj and
/3/ are global parameters.
3 Covariant quantization in the Lagrangian formula
tion
In this section we consider the covariant quantization of the action (2.12). As we explained
in the previous sectioll, the action has first-stage reducible and open gauge symmetries. In
order to quantize the action we adopt the field-antifield formulation d la Batalin-Vilkovisky.
In the construction of Batalin-Vilkovisky formulation [14], ghost and ghost for ghost
fields according to the reducibility condition and corresponding each antifields are intro
duced. The Grassmann parities of the antifields are opposite to those of the corresponding
fields. If a field has ghost number i, its antifield ha.s ghost number —n — 1. We denote a
set of fields and their antifields by (x) and (x), respectively,
=
(x) ((X),Cao(X),Cai(X)
The fields (x) are classical fields, on the other hand, the fields C(x) [n = 0, 1, ..., N] are
ghost and ghost for ghost fields corresponding to N-tb reducible conditions. The classical
fields p(x) and the ghost fields C(x) have the ghost number 0 and n + 1, respectively.
Then a minimal action Smin(, *) is determined by solving the following master equation,
(Smin(, *), Smin(, *)) 0, (3.1)
with the boundary conditions
SI (
— SI ( (3 9amm \ J classical \
= R7m1l(), (n = 0,1,...,N). (3.2b)
6Cn’àCn_i,a7_i =O
Here the antibracket is defined by
C- c v-c
0RA 0L1 0RA 0L( = A A
In this notation, Ci,a_i(x) p(x) are the antifields of the classical fields (x). The
terms R() and R’() represent the gauge transformations and the n-th reducibility
transformations, respectively. The master equation is solved order by order with respect
to the ghost number. The BRST transformations of fields and antiflelds are given by
= ($min,j, = (Smin,t). (3.4)
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) assure that the BRST transformation is nilpotent and the minimal
action is invariant under the BRST transformation*.
fTov let us consider to construct the minimal action Smin(, *) of the model. For
simplicity of calculation we first redefine field variables as rnn() /Lg(x)gmm(x),
Am’(x) _g(x)Am, BmI(x) _g(x)Bm1(x) and 0(x) —g(x)O(x). Using
these new field variables, the classical action (2.12) is rewritten as
Sclassical = fd2x ( —
+ —O1+(+ 1)2), (3.5)
where the scalar density field Z(x) is a multiplier whose equation of motion compensates
det(x) = —1 [19]. We also redefine the gauge transformations (2.4)-(2.6) and
*O1r convention for the Leibniz rule of the BRST operation is given by s(XY) = (sX)Y+(_)IXIX(sY),
where Xj is a Grassmann parity of field X.
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(2.11) in terms of these new field variables,
= k6’ + v’,
Arn 8(k4rn)
— 8k2A + emnD, + mn8I
= kn0I
kn8I + t,,
8(knBmI) 8kmBn + mna ul + “0u” (3.6)
(EmnV —
SC = On(kC) + &th + 8v’A —
5mn 01(klmfl) —a1krnln — Oikn2l,
= 8(knz).
where we denote thm(x) —g(x) m(). The gauge transformation of the multiplier field
(x) is required to keep the action (3.5) invariant under the general coordinate transfor
matioiis. The reducibility condition (2.7) is expressed by
= (3.7)
57rn rnn3wI
The classical fields (x) consist of (x), ‘(x), Am(x), EmI(), 0(x), mn(X)
and (x). Here we introduce the ghost fields a(x), a’(x), b’(x), b”(x), em(x) and dm(x)
corresponding to the gauge parameters v(x), v’(x), u’(x), u’1(x) j,m(x) and km(x) and a
ghost for ghost field f(x) to the reducible parameter w’(x). The ghost fields and the ghost
for ghost field are fermionic and hosonic, respectively. Since the U(l)v x U(l)A model is
a first-stage reducible system, the boundary conditions (3.2b) with n = 0, 1 correspond
to the gauge transformations (3.6) and the reducibility conditions (3.7), respectively. It is
straightforward to solve the master equation perturbatively in the order of antifields [22,
23],
Smin = 5classical
+ fd2x { — (d8’ + ct’’)
— A(a(dA”) — DdmATh+Em8a+raa’)
-
— (d0’ + b”)
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—— 8dmBfI + rnn
I
+
— (E17a — mTha!)8 — 6I + f + aa!)EmnB)
—
O*(a (d + 0 + — a’8)
—
— rngkm — akdmg)
-
+ a*( ci8ci) + a*( cia’) + b( d8b’ + f) + b( d8b”)
+ ê(8(dflêm) — 8dmm + (Ema — mna!)3 d + emm8f)
+d2(clTh0dm)
- f*(ciflöf)} (3.8)
The gauge degrees of freedom are fixed by introducing a nonminimal action which
must be added to the minimal one and choosing a suitable gauge-fixing fermion. We here
choose the orthonormal gauge condition = i7 for the world-sheet metric. The
U(’)v xU(l)A gauge parameters v(x), v’(x) and the global parameter j make us possible
to choose the gauge 4m() = 0. In the same way, we can choose the gauge BmI(x) = 0
by using the parameters u’(x), zt(x) and f. We also fix the gauge C(x) = C0, where C0
is a constant parameter, by using the gauge parameter l’m(x). In addition to these gauge
fixing procedure, we also impose the condition 8fl(mn(X)Eflkk(X)) = 0 to fix the residual
gauge degrees of freedom from the reducibility condition. In order to adopt all of these
gauge fixing conditions, we introduce the nonminimal action Snonmin,
5nonmin = fdl2x (mn*a + + e*zc + — j*!) (3.9)
and the gauge-fixing fermion 111,
= fdr (EmnàLA0 + mnfr + c(C
—
a0) + rnn + !8m( nk)), (3.10)
where we require traceless conditions
77rnnj
= Tlrnnd*mfl = )mnZm0 = 0. (3.11)
The antighost fields &m(), 2(x), c(x), c’(x) and dmn(X) are fermionic fields, and the
auxiliary fields Z(x), Z1(x), Zc(x), Z(a) and f(x) are bosonic ones. The ghost
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numbers of the fields are as follows:
f (ghost number = —2)
& b, C, C’, dmn (ghost number = —1)
I, I, Am, Emi, O,
Z, Z1, Zc, Z, Z (ghost number 0)
a, a’, b’, b”, m, d (ghost number = 1)
f (ghost number = 2)
The BRST transformations of (x) and (x) are given by
= (Smin + Snonmin, A) (Smin +5nonmin )• (3.12)
Therefore, the BRST transformations of fields 4(x) are
SI = + a’,
= a(dnAm)
— andmAn + Emn8na + mnOna!,
dna’,
d8n’ + b”,
f3mI
= 8(dnEmI) — 8dnB7f + mn8 b’ + mfl9bII
— (E7a — mnaI)3nI — emI + (f + aa!)EmThB,
= 8(dnO) + 8 + aAn — a!DnAn,
8k(dg) — 8kdn2 — 8kdmk (3.13a)
sZ = 8n(d’Z),
sa = d’Oa,
sa’ = dnãnal,
sb’ = (18nb’ + fi,
sb” = d8b’1,
8n(dm) — ü defl + (E”2a — 1fln ‘)8 ‘ + rnnaf
= dn8ndm.
sf d0f,
and
= mza sZ7, = 0,
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rn_ mnr7b
_5u1
— E —
sc — Zc, SZC 0, (3.13b)
uI
SUmn = rnn mn
sf=c’, sc’=O.
The antifields are eliminated by using equations (x) = W/6(x). Then the gauge
fixed action is given by
5gauge-fixed Smin Snonminô
= fd2x { — mThOI3
+ + Ern’8mi + ( +
+ mk&k(0n(dflAfl) — 8dmAn + E”üa + mn3aI)
+ Ek(8fl(inEm1) — idrnB + mTh8b1+ mniI
— (ma — grnnc,!)a — rniI
—
+ ciC?)bml)
—
c (ü(dO) + + 8a’A — a’8A)
— (mn — 8mJEnl1 — 8nJErni’) (8k(dmn) — 8kdmm —
+ E 1k0f(8(dne7n) — 0d77ê+ (rnrLa — mn a,)ã a’ + mTL8f)
—
Amz
— + (O — Oo)zc + ‘mflZd — 8m(mThEThkêk) 1 }
=f — ‘mndI8 — —m0f8f
—
(rn
— emä (f a) + jrnn3 a’
—
(Dma + Emk0na’)
— (a2’ + ac’) + + a’’))
— em (8rn + Emk’dn(C’ — dOf)) + mn Ddk — dk8kdmn
— 2ab8m’ + EmnC + + aa’)E2’
— Am (z
—
I8m’ — Eflfldk0k — Dfl?dkEkfl&n + cOma’ +
—
—
OmI — — 0mdkEkmb)
+ O(zc — — d8n) — OOZ
+ fr’z + ( + 1)( — mn8 (fa’)Oa1) }. (3.14)
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Here, it should be noted that one can remove a BRST exact term _C0ZC(x) = —s(Goc(x))
from the above action. An influence of the parameter C0 disappears at the quantum level.
In order to simplify the form of the action, let us redefine some of fields as follows:
Z — Iôrn — En2ndk8k& — 8mdkn + c8ma’ + örn(ca’) —+ Z,
— dm9I Emndk8kb
—
amdkEknb2
—
—
Z — En2nd(faI)8na!
am
— 6tmä (fa) + f a’ — UnI atm
b’ + a
b” + a’’
c’ — d6f c’.
Under these field redefinitions, the action (3.14) is modified to
5gauge-fixed fd2x { — — — mn82ff
— &tm( G + Emk0na’) — b(8mb’ + Emkgömb)
—
tm(3c + Ek8C’) + tmndrnk8ndk
— 2ab6’ + bên1+ (.f +
—
Amz — EmIZb + OZC + ‘mfld + ( + 1)z }. (3.15)
The BR.ST transformations (3.13a) and (3.13b) also become
= d3’ + a’q,
d3J’,
= + b” —
T1.
= n
= d6f + c’,
sa =d78a,
I in.m I
= a oa
sb’ = d8b’ + (f —
sb” = d8b”,
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Sc=cifl8mcIi+Zc,
Sc! = d”8c1,
sd”2 = d”872”2,
Sam
=877(d”â”2)—872d”2& mn(I — —
—
(EtmThc — mThc)072aI— 6mn872(ca! + c’a) +Em72(Z — Z1’), (3.16)
=872(d2) 872dmb+EtmmD72hI + EmnZbI
=877(dflm)
—872d”2ê + (“272ci — mnaI)872a!+“2728Thf,
5dmn Zmnr
=872(dA”) —072dmAn + Emnd72a+“27287a’,
=872(dnEmI) —ü72dmEnI + ““8b1+ ?“872b’1
—
““(a0 +872(a)) — “872a’1— emol
—
(f + aa’)b”’,
0(d”C) + 872ê” +872a’A” —
0k(dg) — 8kdm72
— 8kdg,
sZ d”872Z + 0md”Z + Zc8rna! + 8m(Zca!),
s = d”872Z21 + 8772 ci
sZc = dTh8Zc,
Szn = 0,
sZ =877(d”) —
The action (3.15) is invariant under the nilpotent BRST transformations (3.16).
Using equations of motion for the fields Z,(x), Z1(x), Zc(x), Z72(x), 2(x), Am(x),
EmI(x), O(x) and rnn(X) thus imposing gauge fixing conditions, we fix fields as
A”2 = J31 = C = 0, mn = 1777272,
1 1 (3.17)Z77 = 1mn — 7mn17’Uci, = — _1]mn/mn
where we denote
2fl = 8m0ni + 8m8nl + 8nJ872f
+ &km8na’ + bEk77702’1+ km8mC’ — dmkändk + dk0kJfl2fl
+ (in n). (3.18)
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INow we present a perturbative analysis of the gauge-fixed action. We would like to
investigate the BRST Ward identities at the quantum level. Then, we find out that nonlocal
anomalous terms obtained from one-loop calculations vanish by imposing a condition,
which determines the critical dimension for this string model. For the explicit calculation
it is convenient to introduce light-cone notations on the world_sheett. Then, the gauge-fixed
action (3.19) is expressed with these notations
5gauge-fixed = fd2x { a+’a_i + 20’8_ + 28ff 0_f
+ à8_a + â_8a_ +b18_b + b_10b
+ 8_c + ê_8c_ — d0_d —
+ (ci + ct_)( +iO_’ + b_10+)
+ ‘+Ie_
— ‘_i+ + (f + a+a_) b1’ }, (3.21)
where we denote a+(x) a(x) + ci’(x), b(x) b’(x) + b”(x) and c+(x) c(x) + c’(x).
Propagators are derived by taking inverses of bilinear parts in the action (3.21),
(I(J)
=
—
dp 1
_ip(x_) IJ
I i(2)2p+ ic
dp 1
I i(2r)2p2 + ic
(&+(x)a±(y))o = (ê+(x)c+(y))o = -(d(x)d(y))o
= [ dp 2ip
J z(2rr)2+zc
= fj92
2P
Now let us consider the following two—point function,
A(p) f j(9)2 (V++(x)V++(0)) e. (3.22)
Here we mention that the two-point function (3.22) should vanish from the BRST sym
meti ++( ) = sd++() Estimating all contnbutions arising fiom paiis (‘ ci), (1, 91)
tOur convention of the lightcone coordinates on the world-sheet is x± (x°±x1). The metric tensor
and the Levi-Civit symbol are given by j__ = 0, —1 and r_ —r_ —1,
respectively.
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(â+,a+), (b+’,b), (e+,c+), (d++,d) and (f,f) we can obtain the following result up to
one-loop order,
A(p)++=43(D+2D_22D_2_26+2))
= D—28(p)3 (3.23)
487r3 p+
In a similar way we obtain
D
— 98 (+3
=
. (3.24)
48ir p
Next we evaluate the other type of the two-point functions
D—8 1dkdk kk
— 82 i i(2)2 k+k + i (p — k)+(p — k) + ic
This two-point function is actually quadratically divergent. This divergent, however, will
be absorbed adding a suitable local counter term to the action. We conclude then that the
BRST anomaly vanishes if and only if
D = 28. (3.25)
4 Covariant quantization in the Hamiltonian formu
lation
In this section we carry out the qiiantization of the classical action (2.12) in the covariant
Hamiltonian formulation given by Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky. We present that the
gauge-fixed action and the BRST transformation obtained in this formulation coincide with
the result of the Lagrangian formulation if we make a proper choice of a gauge-fermion and
a suitable identification of ghosts and ghost momenta. We also obtain the BRST charge
in this formulation.
First of all we decompose the world-sheet metric gmn(x) by using the following conve
nient parameterization [17],
/ r2 r9
—1v 7 + 1V7 1V7
= I , (4.1)
7
where N(.r) and Ni(x) are the rescaled lapse and the shift function, respectively. Under
these parameterization the factor 7(x) decouples from Weyl invariant theory.
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According to the ordinary Dirac’s procedure, we introduce the following canonical mo
menta defined by PA(x) LS/S(8o(x)) corresponding to fields (x),
nI i N1 ,
= -uoç — —-uic — Flly
=
—
—
(4.2)
I N1
= —
and
PN=PNi=PAm=P=PGoi=0 (4.3)
The relations (4.3) give primary constraints. A consistency check of these primary con
straints yields a set of secondary constraints
=0, (4.4)
= 0, (4.5)
= 0, (4.6)
= 0, (4.7)
= 0, (4.8)
P = 0, (4.9)
= 0, (4.10)
and these conditions give no other relations. The constraints (4.4) and (4.5) correspond
to the Virasoro constraints. We can easily show that the set of these constraints (4.3)
and (4.4)-(4.l0) is first-class. Introducing Lagrange multiplier fields )(x) corresponding
to primary constraints (4.3), a total Hamiltonian is given by
H = fcix’{ N( (P +A1’)(P + A11) + 8101I
+ (P + B)P1+
+ N1 ((P1 +A1’)8i+ (P + B)81i+
—
— B811 —
+NPN +1PN, + AmP4rn + B’B + Ac01 Pcoi}. (4.11)
The total Hamiltonia.n (4.11) is weakly vanishing on the constraint surface defined by (4.3)
and (4.4)-(4.10). The gauge transformations of the canonical momenta defined by (4.2)
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are given by
=01(k0N8 + (k’ + k0N1)P)
—81v’
—
8 (k°(A0— AT1)I) +
=
— + k0NA1)+ ‘(1 — A1v’ — k°ATA + k0C01)
—81 (‘ — k°N81’— (k’ + k°N1)P + k°(B — N1B))
+ ( + k°(A0 —
=01(k0N8 + (k’ + k0T)PI)
In the construction of Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovisky formulation [15] a phase space is
extended so as to contain ghosts 17A(x) and their canonically conjugate ghost momenta
PA (x) corresponding to constraints G??A (x). Then a nilpotent BRST transformation is
constructed and a physical phase space is defined as its cohomology which is a set of
gauge invariant functions on the constraint surface. The role of the ghost momenta is
to exclude functions vanishing on tile constraint surface from the cohomology and gauge
invariant functions are removed from the cohomology because of the action of the BRST
transformation for tile ghost.
First of all we separate the variables into dynamical and non-dynamical ones. By
adopting gauge conditions N(x) 1, Ni(x) = 0, Am() = 0, B(x) 0 and Co1(x)
—C(x) = —C (const.), we have a set of dynamical phase space variables ((x), P(x)),
(‘(x), P(x)) and (‘(x), P(x)) with the first-class constraints (4.4)-(4.10).
Here we rearrange the first-class constraints (4.4)-(4.10) into the following forms,
=
+ pp + 8’0,
= P811 + P811 + P811,
= I0l,
= q1P’, (4.12)
Gi =
=
and introduce corresponding canonically conj ligate pairs of ghosts and ghost momenta
(‘io( ) ?o( i)) (ii ( ) Th ( )) () P( i)), (‘‘( r) P’( r)), (17’(2 ), ()) (‘i”( r) P(a))
and ((x), P(x)). Though the rearrangement of the constraints is not inevitable, it turns
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out that to choose these combinations of the constraints is the simplest way to lead to the
gauge-fixed action (3.19) in the covariant Hamiltonian formulation.
As we explained in the previous section, the model has the reducible symmetry. Indeed
the constraints Gi (r) and G( x) are not independent due to the following relation,
0c — 0. (4.13)
Therefore it is necessary to introduce one more Grassmann even ghost i”(x) and its mo
mentum P”(x) corresponding to this reducibility condition.
After the step by step construction according to the systematic procedure [22], we
obtain the following BRST transformations in the extended phase space.
‘
— — —
—
=
—
8i(8i’17o) — 8i(P’i1)
—
8(i) +81(P”170)—
=
—
—
SI =
— 8(8’ii) 8i(Pi71)+ P1’+ 81 + — 8i
—
—
=
— Pi7
—
0i77i — 7111
sPJ 8(8”i) —
.91/0 =
—
17081171
— 71181110,
—
—
—
PP
— 88
+ PETP177 — + 8i’Pj77’ —
+ PoDi7i + 81 (P0771) + + O(Pi) + P’817 + P81’+ P”8j + P’817
—
“Pi7”
— P”i18i7
—
7’17’8i7 + +81(P”),
5171 =
—
17081110 — 7710117i,
=
—
—
P011
— P811
+ P0811/U +01(Po7]o) + Pl0l111 - 8i(Pi11i)
+ P8i77 + P’817]’ + P’81]i + P”8l — 8P — P”0”, (4.14)
Si] =
— ‘7o8i17’ —
sP =
—
i8’ — PPj7]0+ 8iP7]o
+ 8i’ + 8i(P’) +O1(P’10)+81(Thii) + P”11o81?7 +01(P”1011),
= —o8— 1718111,
sP’
— 1P + PPi70 —
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+ P8 + 8() + Oi(Pjo) +81(P’i) + ‘io8i’ + O(P”ii’),
S?]’ — 17o077”
— 7718171’ — 8i’r1o77’ — P’7071 P”i7o77” + ‘77”,
s’P’ = — 0q’ +81(P”7]o) + 0i(P’77i),
— 1708111’ — 17i8i77” + “7o + P’77077’ + 8i71o77 + P17o77”,
=
— P +81(P’i70)+ 0i(P”iii),
— 77817’ — 77’0i71 + 8177”,
—
+ ‘Piio + 0iP7 — 2”77o8i770,
Si]”
—
1118177” — 770778177
—
71o?7’0177’ — 1777081170,
sP” = 8P
—
jP’ —01(P”i71)+ P’Piio.
By using the generalized Poisson brackets, a nilpotent BRST charge min, which realizes
the BRST transformations sX {Qi, X} for any canonical variables X, is defined by
min fdx1 { 770 ( (1p’ + + PP1 +
+77i(P18ii + P811 + P811)
+ 77 iaie’ +i7’1P’ + :i7I0 i +i7P +
+7”(o1—
+PPI77077 P’P;7]07 + ‘8i(P77o17) ‘8i(Pii7071’)— P77°17
+ 0 (77081171 + 77iOi71o) + m (77081710 + 77i81771)
+(770o1 7’+ 7718117) + P’(7700117 +7718177’)
+ P, (1700117” + 7118117’) + p’ (:77077’ + 7110171”)
i0i’ + 8i(iii)) + PP77o77”
+ “ (ui 81 17” + I/o17817 + 7o i’8 i’ + iio8 710) }. (4.15)
In order to fix the gauge, we extend the phase space further and introduce sets of
canonical variables (A(x), A(x)) and ((x),p(x)). Their statics are bosonic for ((x), (x))
and fermionic for ((x), p(x)) and the canonical structures are defined by
=‘
= 1, (4.16)
= —1.
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BRST transformations are also extended to these variables as
sp=0, (4.17)
The corresponding extended BR.ST charge is given by
min + nonmin, (4.18)
nonmin = fdxl
Now the gauge-fixed action is obtained by a Legendre transformation from the Hamil
tonian in the extended phase space,
gauge-flxed Jdxo{ fdx1(a01 + 8o’P1+80’P
+ aiiP + 8ii1Th + 8P + 80’P’
+ 8oi71Pi + 8or/’P + 8P +8o7i”P”
+6op+8oA) _H1}, (4.19)
where HK is a gauge-fixed Hamiltonian expressed by using a gauge-fixing fermion A,
(4.20)
The gauge-fixed Hamiltoniari 11K consists of gauge-fixing terms and ghost parts only since
the total Hamiltonian of the system has vanished. There is no systematic way to find K so
as to yield a covariant expression. Here, however, we can use the result in the Lagrangian
formulation as a clue. Actually we would like to show that the two formulations give
an equivalent result. We have found that the following gauge-fixing fermion K works as
desired
K = fdx1 ( — o + 8i + pp”). (4.21)
By integrating out the momentum variables P(x), P(x), P(x), P”(x) and i\(x) with
this gauge-fixing fermion, we obtain the following relations,
PI
= D0I + pI.i]
—
Pç
=
= 8g’, (4.22)
A ã07] 71ä1p+ 8i?]o
—
—
= 8.
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Then, the gauge-fixed action becomes
Sgauge-fixed = fd2x{ 8o0oei —
— 88
— Podoijo + Thöiiio — 7iäoi + Po0h
—a07 + ?‘8i77 — P’Oo7]’ + P8’
— Pi0oi’ + P8i71’ — Pãoij” + 218171”
—Pdo7l+p8iip8op+p0iP
+ 8o8oi” —
+ 8o’2,ii — 8’P’,?7 —80e2?]’ + 8’Pi77’ — ‘Pi +
+ öiiiãi77’ + 81?7’8i?7
—
80 i0ii + aãiio — —
—
PP’r + PP’?777’ P’Pi”}. (4.23)
If we redefine the field variables as:
—d°, 20 —J00 — ê°81f+ e’aJ,
—a’, 2’ —a’ +81(fa’) — J0oa —
— ac’, p1
—l)’ + a’, 21 _1I
P—c+d°8if.
i”f + d°ê1,
pc’ + d°80f+ d’O,f,
the action (4.23) and the BRST transformations (4.14) completely coincide with the gauge-
fixed action (3.19) and the on-shell BRST transformations (3.20) in the Lagrangian for
mulation. After these manipulations we also obtain the final form of the BRST charge
(4.18),
= fclxl{_d0( 8oe’8o, + 8i’0i, + 0o’81 + 0I’01J
— a’80C1’ + &°8,a’ — b80” + b8,b” — ê’ãoc’ + ê°0,c’
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+a0f + a1fa1!)
—d’ (aa1+a01 + aiaoi
+ à°8oa’ — ‘81a’ + b89” — b81” + ê°ãoc’ —
+öof8if + ãifOof)
—c!o7dm8rnd
—a’(i8o’ — —
—bö0’+b18’—
—c’(80f+ a80’ + a’Doa) + c(81f+ a81’ + a’ö1)
— (f + aa’)b}.
5 Noncovariant quantization in the light-cone gauge
formulation
In this section we investigate the dynamics of the model defined by the constraints (4.3)
and (4.4)-(4.1O) and Hamiltonian (4.11) in noncovariant gauge and obtain the same result
of the critical dimension as in the covariant quantizatiou*. In addition, we preseiit a mass-
shell relation of the model and give low energy quantum states. According to imposing
the noncovaria.nt gauge fixing conditions, we explicitly solve the constraints to some of the
varial)les from the equations of motion.
\‘Ve begin by considering conditions for the scalar field 1(r, u). It is convenient to
introduce Fourier mode expansions of the canonical pair ((r, u), P(r, a)),
‘(r, u) = e’(r) + *
mO
+pm(T)mJ.
5.1
Poisson brackets are defined by
= IJ
{(r)p(r)} = (5.2)
otherwise = 0.
In terms of the Fourier modes, the constraint (4.8) is equivalent to (r) = 0. We will
later adopt a gauge fixing condition for this constraint. On the other hand, the equation of
*In this section, we use conventions of the world-sheet coordinates as E T and o. We also
parameterize the spatial coordinate as 0 < o- < 271 and impose the periodical boundary conditions on any
fields i(r, ) as A(r CT) = A(r CT + 271).
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motion for i(r, o) on the constraint surface is o) 0. Together with the constraint
= 0, we then set the configuration of the scalar field as /(r, o) = (r) =
const.).
As we did in the previous section, by using the gauge parameters k(r, u) for the
general coordinate transformations we first adopt gauge fixing conditions for the constraints
= 0 and Pjv1(r,u) = 0 as the orthoriormal gauge N(r,u) = 1 and Ni(T,J) = 0.
The U(1) x U(l)A gauge parameters v(r, u), v’(r, u) and the global parameters aj can fix
to he A2(r, ) = 0 corresponding to the constraints PAm(T u) = 0. However, the system
still has residual symmetries concerned with these gauge parameters k(r, u), v(r, o) and
v’(r, u). Taking these symmetries into account, we can adopt the following gauge fixing
conditions on “two” light-cone coordinatest of the background spacetime within the gauge
= 1, Ni(r,o) = 0 and A(r,u) = 0,
J) = r, P(r, u) =
2rr 27r (53)
(r, u) = r, P(r, u) =
where p+ and p+ are light-cone components of the center of mass momenta. Therefore we
can eliminate “two” unphysical components of the coordinates of the background space
time. Indeed the gauge fixing conditions (5.3) correspond to ones for the first-class con
straints (4.4)-(4.7).
In order to show how these conditions (5.3) are accomplished, we use Fourier mode
expansions of the canonical pair ((r, ), P’(r, u)). Under the gauge N(r, ) = 1,
N1(r, ) = 0 and Am(T, u) = 0, the equations of motion for (r, u) and P1(r, a) turn
to be free wave equations and their solutions are
‘(T, a) = x’ + + + I_im(r+))
1
rnO (5.4)
P(r, a) = + +
V mO
and Poisson brackets are given by
{xI,pJ} = IJ
=
= —irn’m+n, (5.5)
otherwise = 0.
tFrom the definition of the metric (2.1), we denote the light-cone coordinates of the background space-
time as = (x+, , x, x, xj, where x + xD_3) and x± + x1) and the index i runs
through 1, 2, .., D — 4.
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In terms of the Fourier modes, the constraints (4.4)-(4.7) are equivalent to
Lm = Lm =0, (5.6a)
cbjc4 = q5j&f, =0, (5.6b)
where we define the Virasoro generators as
Lm E EGm_k1k, Lm E0m_k0m,
It It
and we denote a = p’/(2,fl). The gauge fixing conditions (5.3) are equivalent to
= x_i• = 0,
-
-
(5.7)
(rn4O
m m ,n m \ r
Now let us explain the procedure to obtain the gauge fixing conditions (5.7). Within
the orthonormal gauge we can perform changes of the background spacetime coordinates
with the gauge parameters k”(r, a) provided that conditions 8kT(r,a) = &k°(r, a) and
O7k°(r, a) = e%kT(r,a) are satisfied. Here we take the following parasneterizations of
k”(r, a) which satisfy these conditions,
k(r, a) ç(k + k9 = E
kr a = — 1c° — k e_im(T_tT)\ m
In addition to these, the U(1)v x U(1)A gauge parameters v(’r, a) and v’(’r, a) can be also
used to perform changes of the coordinates within the gauge Am(r, a) = 0 provided that
conditions Ov’(r, a) = —8v(r, a) and 87v(r, a) = —8v’(r, a) are satisfied. We take the
following parameterizations of v(r, a) and v’(r, a) to realize these conditions,
v(’r, a) = v + S —
mØO
v’(r, a) = ii + 2/W ,, (vme_im(T_ + fme_imi.
The gauge transformations corresponding to these parameters are consistent with the equar
tions of motion for C’(r, a) and Pj(r, a). Because, in terms of the Fourier modes, the gauge
transformations are given by
6x1
= 2Th lCmctLm + 2bfl km&’m +
v’qS’,
(5.8)
ScrL=—im5km...naj+vmcb’, (m 0 0),
= —im 5krn_n&j + ‘3mt, (m 0 0).
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It is worth to mention that these gauge transformations are the same ones in usual string
theories, except for the gauge transformations corresponding to the parameters v’, Urn
and f. However, we would like to emphasize that these gauge transformations can be
disappear on the following components,
—
((kma.rn + krntm) — (kmam +
—
=
—
(in 0),
—
= km@6
—
(fl 0).
By using the gauge degrees of freedom for km and km, which is the same manipulation to
realize the light-cone gauge fixing condition in usual string theories, we can adopt gauge
conditions
— =
— 0, (in 0), (5.9)
— = 0, (in 0),
if the following condition is satisfied,
—
0. (5.10)
Next we use the gauge degrees of freedom for v’, Vm and 3m in (5.8). To keep the condition
(5.10) both of the scalar fields + and can not be vanish simultaneously. If + 0, we
can adopt the following gauge fixing conditions of the -1- component,
= 0, (5.11)
(in0),
without spoiling the gauge fixing conditions (5.9). From (5.9) and (5.11) we can then obtain
the gauge fixing conditions (5.7). In the similar way, we also conclude the same gauge fixing
conditions (5.7), in the case 0. Therefore without the loss of the generality we choose
the case 0 throughout the rest of this paper.
We next adopt the gauge fixing condition CTJ(r, u) = —G(r, u) =
—Go (const.) with
respect to constraints Pc(r, u) = 0, by using the gauge parameter Wm(T, U). Within
this gauge we also have a residual gauge symmetry corresponding to the gauge parameter
LL’rn( const.) which will he used later.
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Using the remaining gauge parameters u’(r, a) and u”(r, a), we can further impose
gauge fixing conditions for the constraints P(r, a) 0, Pm(T o-) 0 and 8’(T, a) = 0.
In order to specify the gauge fixing condition it is also convenient to introduce Fourier
mode expansions. We list below these for the canonical pairs ((r, a), P(T, a)) and
(B(r, u), P(T a)) and their Poisson brackets:
• (‘,P) sector:
‘(T, a) = (r) +
mO
1 (5.12)
ailci Poisson brackets.
= 771J
=7)’8mn, (5.13)
otherwise = 0.
• (B,P) sector:
B4(r, a) = B(r) + * B(r)e,
mO
(-) 1 (5.14)P(r,a)=’ +
and Poisson brackets,
IJ
{Bm(T),pn(T)} = 7lSm+n, (5.15)
otherwise = 0,
and the similar relations for (B, P).
Then. equations of motion for ‘(r, a) and P(r, a),
dT(T, a) = P(r, a) + B(r, a), (5.16)
8P(r, a) = 0’(r, a) — DB(r, a)
—
are expressed by the F•ourier modes,
0’(r) = + B(r), (5.17a)
2$
= prn(T) + Bm(), (5.17b)
Op(T) = —2rCoç’, (5.17c)
8Tp(r) = —m2(r) — imB(r). (5.17d)
The equation of motion (5.17c) for the non-oscillator mode of P(r, u) can be solved as
= — 27rC0T, (5.18)
where p is a zero-mode and Poisson bracket is defined by
{I} = IJ (5.19)
On the Fourier components, the constraints P(r, u) = 0, Pm(T u) = 0 and a’(r, ) = 0
are equivalent to
p(r) = 13rn(T) = 0,
p(r)
=
Prm(T) 0, (5.20)
PB(T)
—PB(’)—°
LI f.- —
Ym —
Now we impose gauge fixing conditions corresponding to the constraints (5.20). The gauge
fixing conditions are determined so as to be compatible with the equations of motion
(5.17a)-(5.17d). By making the gauge transformations
= U!1
6B = 8u1 + 0u”,
6B = ätL” + 0U1,
SPç = 8cTU’,
with gauge parameters
frdT!BI(T!) 4
(r) —
mO
and the equations of motion (5.17a)-(5.17d), we obtain the following gauge fixing condi
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tions,
=
B(r) = B(r)=0,
‘fr) (5.21)
B(T)=-
, Bm(T)=0,
Pm(T) =0.
Finally we consider the constraint
= 0. (5.22)
As we explained, the model has still residual gauge symmetry zv(= const.) within the
gauge CTJ(r, u) —C0. Using this symmetry
= IwJ,
we can make the one of the zero-mode components of P(T, ) to he vanish. By taking the
case 0 and choosing the gauge parameter w as
+Pd)
LV = —
______
27r’
we impose a gauge fixing condition
= 0. (5.23)
We shall here summarize the correspondence between the constraints (5.6a), (5.6b),
(5.20) and (5.22) and the gauge fixing conditions (5.7), (5.21) and (5.23) obtained from
the above manipulation within the gauge N(r,u) = 1, Ni(’r,a) = 0, Am(T,J) = 0 and
CTJ (r, u) = — Go:
constraints gauge fixing conditions
F F_fl +_
LiO+LJO—U, X —
LmLmO, (170),
jp’=0,
Pi = ‘rn = 0, = = 0, (771 0),
p(r) = Pm(T) = 0, ‘(r) = (r) = 0,
p(r) = Prrn(T) = 0, B(r) = Bm(T) = 0,
p(T) =prn() = 0, B(r) = B(T) = 0,
= 0, Pm(T) = 0,
1 -
= 0, p = 0.
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Under these gauge fixing conditions, the dynamics of the model is described by the zero-
modes and the oscillator modes of the transverse string coordinates (r, o), the zero-modes
of light-cone coordinates (r, ) and (r, ) and the zero-modes of the fields ‘(r, u) and
= _B(r,)).
In fact these gauge conditions completely fix the gauge degrees of freedom and these are
consistent with the equations of motion. As the constraints are quadratic in the Fourier
modes, we can solve the constraints directly and the dependent variables are expressed in
terms of the independent variables. Here are the independent canonical variables
{x-,p} = {x,p} = —1,
{ x,p} =
= 2’ =
= {_,p} = {ç’,p} = —1,
=
and the remaining non-vanishing dependent variables are
= p+Z1+p(parni
= —l (poz&
in
—
where the transverse parts of the Virasoro generators L and L are defined by
(5.24)
rn_kUik.
- —1
____
/ .+
p
q
—p
1
p
=
—
th
—p+ (p
-
— pip)
— 2(L + L) }
_2L), (mO),
- 2cL), (?n 0),
- (5.25)
- ipj)
-2(L + Lgr) },
(rn0),
(rnO),
+p
(p&rni —
rn
= — +p
(p rni —
= - (+- -
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Now let us investigate the symmetry of the D-dimensional background spacetime. The
translation and the Lorentz transformation generators derived from the classical action
(2.12) are given by
F’f2iJP1
—
p’. (5.26a)
f2 (‘‘ + + ‘P + BP + BPL — (I
— + m) + — (I J). (5.26b)
rnO
Using the independent canonical variables (5.24), the Poincaré algebra ISO(D — 2, 2) is
satisfied,
{P’, pJ} = 0,
{11IJ pK} IKpJ — 77JKpI (5 27)
{1IJ 1WKL} = JKIL — ILj\fJK +
if the level matching condition L’ = L” is imposed. Conversely, the gauge fixing procedure
we considered is the way to preserve the full D-dimensional Poincaré symmetry.
According to the ordinary string theories in the light-cone gauge, we have to examine
Poincaré algebra (5.27) in the quantum theory [21]. The checking of the Poincaré algebra
is again straightforward, except for commutation relations [Mi, M], [Me, Mj, and
[M, iW]. After lengthy computation, we can obtain the following results,
4+2
[.1,ii—Mi—]
(5++
—
4+2
[Mz_, M] = / (5.28)
(++ —
47H+ 1+[1i_ M3] = A3.
(++ —
An anomalous term A is
= —2(1 — D— 4) m(a7a+ a_marn — (i i))
772 = 1
+ (ao - D- 4) (mrn + mm - (i i)),
where the constant a0 denotes the ordering ambiguity of the sum L + L in (5.25) by
adopting the normal-ordering prescription. The anomalous term A vanishes if and only
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if
D = 28, a0 = 2. (5.29)
Then, the Poincar algebra 150(26, 2) is satisfied in the quantum theory.
A mass-shell relation of this string model is given by
rn2 p1
= 4 (N + — ao), (5.30)
where level operators N and N are defined by
N N m6m
rn=1 m=1
The level matching condition L = L is then expressed as N = N. Therefore, this
closed bosonic string model also involves tachyon in the ground state and graviton gij(),
two-form field Bij(e) and dilaton () in the first excited massless state.
6 Conclusions and discussions
We have investigated the quantization of the U(1)v x U(1)A bosonic string model in two-
dimensional quantum field theory. Even though the system has reducible and open gauge
symmetries, we have shown that the covariant quantization has been successfully carried
out in the Lagrangian formulation 1 la Batalin and Vilkovisky. In the covariant Batalin
Fradkin-Vilkovisky Hamiltonian formulation, we have considered the first-class constraints
and the constraint algebra corresponding to the gauge symmetries and led to the same
gauge-fixed action and BRST transformation as those of the Lagrangian formulation un
der the proper choice of the gauge-fermion and the identification of the fields. In addition
we have obtained the BRST charge which generates the BRST transformations. Further
more we have presented the iloncovariant light-cone gauge formulation and investigated
the symmetry of the background spacetime. With careful considerations of residual gauge
symmetries, we have specified the gauge fixing conditions corresponding to the first-class
constraints. Under these suitable conditions, we have been able to clarify dynamical in
dependent variables and solve the first-class constraints explicitly. Although manifest co
variance has been lost, we have confirmed the full D-dimensional Poincaré algebra of the
background spacetime by direct computation.
Since the quantizations of the model have been successfully carried out, we can argue
the critical dimension of the string model. In our case, it turns to be 26+2. This means the
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background spacetime involves two time-like coordinates. Conversely, the requirement of
two negative signatures in the background metric is natural one due to the gauge invariance
of our model. The critical dimension has been obtained from both the BRST Ward identity
in the BRST formulation and the D-dimensional quantum Poincaré algebra in the nonco
variant light-cone gauge formulation. Therefore, we have concluded a consistent quantum
theory of our U(l)v >< U(1) string model has only been formulated in 26+2-dimensional
background spacetime. We have also considered the quantum states from the mass-shell
relation. Contributions toward the mass-shell relation from zero-modes of the scalar field
are completely canceled, so that our closed bosonic string model possesses the same
spectra as usual string theories.
We propose the quantum U(1)VXU(1)A string model as a device to formulate the physics
involving two time coordinates. In the formulation, the generalized Chern-Simons action
has played an important role. From this viewpoint, it would be interesting to consider a
low energy effective action which might be derived from our formulation of string theory. If
we consider a background gauge field A1() which could he obtained from our open string
or siiperstring model, it should have an additional gauge symmetry A1() =
where Q() is a gauge parameter and /i is a constant null field, corresponding to the
constraints (5.6b). Such a gauge symmetry has been discussed in the formulation of 10+2-
dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [3]. In this context, the generalized Chern
Simons action [12] which can be formulated in arbitrary dimensions is also supposed to be
useful for constructing the low energy effective action.
The form of the classical action (2. 12) suggests that this model should be more naturally
defined in higher-dimensional field theories, namely, that membranes or p—branes are more
fundamental than strings in our formulation. Actually, the action (2.12) is derived from a
membrane action by adopting a compactification prescription. The Ll(l)v x JJ(l)A string
model might be the first useful example which suggests higher-dimensional object like
membrane or p-brane in the framework of perturbative field theory without using the
concept of “string duality”.
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Appendix A. Two-dimensional world-sheet
The two-dimensional spacetime coordinates are denoted by m(= (r, u)). The two
dimeilsional flat metric Timfi and Levi-Civit symbol Emn are given by
mn(1 O
— rnm( 0 1
mn 0 1)’ EmnE 0
In the curved two-dimensional spacetime, the metric is given by gmm(x) and the covariant
derivative Vm operates to fields as
VmVn = 0rnVn F1mn,
7 1/fl ‘ 1/fl flfl 1/i
VmV UrnV +1 ml
where F is the Christoffel symbol defined by F1mn g(8mgkfl +8ngmk 8icgmn)
The functional derivative with respect to a symmetric tensor Vmfl(x) = Vnm(x) is
6Vm I — [rnçm rmrn
7kl — Uk Ui U1 U) UL(y)
Then, the antibracket (3.3) is explicitly written as
(X Y)
--- + +
6X
+
— S SA Am 2 Sg mn
Appendix B. Generalized Poisson bracket
A generalized Poisson bracket [22] is defined by
F — (SLFLG SLFSLG\ F1(SLFSLG SLFSLG{ ,G}
=
-
T) + H) +
where canonical variables and Pi are bosonic, and and P9Q are fermionic. In the
above definition the contraction of the indices contains the integration of space or spacetime
and F is the Grassmann parity of F. This generalized Poisson bracket will be replaced
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by the graded commutation relatioll multiplied by —i upon quantization, as usual. The
explicit forms of the basic Poisson brackets are given by
{ip1}= i} =
ma n in ía11y = lI&8,U - =
The algebraic properties of the Poisson bracket are as follows:
{F, G} = _()IFIIGI{G, F},
{F1F2,G} = F1{F2,G} + (_)1G11F21{F G}F2.
Appendix C. BRST formulation of U(1) x U(1)A model without
two-dimensional gravity
In this appendix we summarize the Lagrangian BRST quantization of U(l)v x U(l)A
model without two-dimensional gravity. Since the quantization of this model is much
simpler than that of the model coupled with two-dimensional gravity we have investigated
throughout this paper, the following result might be helpful to understand the quantization
of the TJ(1)v x U(l)A gauge structure.
The action of U(l) x TJ(1)A model without two-dimensional gravity is
s = fd2x ( 1mn8I8 —
+Ai8m’+’8mi ã1), (c.1)
which is invariant under the following local gauge transformation,
=
=0,
(C.2)
= mn8)+ 77rnn8/,
= ernm8uI + mmOuJ — vEn2m87+ !mm8 —
= öm” + 8rnV!Am — V’OmA”.
After performing the BRST formulation, one obtains the following gauge-fixed action
Sgauge-fixed = fd2x { — — mm8jaf
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— à” (Oma + em”Ona’) — 8T(Omb’ + em”Onb”)
—êm(Omc + em”Onc’)
— 2a87.9mC’+ emJ7’ê”çM + + aa’)emnb7b” }. (C.3)
The action (C.3) is invariant under the nilpotent BRST transformations
= a’1,
s4/ = 0,
=
— a’E’,
sf=O,
8! = C’,
sa =0,
sa’ = 0,
sli = (f — aa’)cb’, (C.4)
8W1 = 0,
Sc = #‘cbI,
sc’=O,
s&m =em’Q,bI8 C1 — 8cbjf’) — a’87’qS’
—
(emc
— a’ —6mn5(I + cia),
tnt mnc iSc,1 = £ Jn’PI,
sent =(6mfl — qntflal)5naI + emfl5f
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